ESSENTIAL OILS TO AID YOUR WEIGHT LOSS JOURNEY

Don't go into your weight loss journey without every possible advantage! Maintain momentum with your results by using targeted Essence by Isagenix Essential Oil products that support your weight loss goals. This bundle includes Content™, TumBliss™, Lemon, Lavender, and Peppermint essential oils and blends.

**Content** — For “hanger management,” Cleanse Days, and promoting feelings of satisfaction and satiety while supporting weight loss.† Try adding one drop to your Cleanse for Life® or diffusing it during your Cleanse Days.

**TumBliss** — For daily, naturally comforting digestive system support.† Add one drop to warm water, or apply topically to reap the benefits this blend has to offer.

**Lavender** — For sleep support and stress relief with a calming, relaxing fragrance.† Sleep is an important step in every weight loss journey. Try rubbing this on the bottom of your feet to help unwind before bedtime.

**Peppermint** — For promoting a post-workout cooling sensation when applied topically and enhancing your IsaLean® Shake and Ionix® Supreme with a minty flavor. Keep it in your gym bag to use after working out.

**Lemon** — For a refreshing, uplifting fragrance to start each day, plus it's a great citrus flavor enhancer for your IsaLean® Shake and Cleanse for Life.

†This statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.